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            Amy Garcia Sánchez            11:58 24 May 22

            
                
                Was a short experience with Hotel Colombia, but I could see some details, the receptionist from the morning before check-in looks a little bit grumpy and didn't have the skill to communicate with people in a nice way.
On the other hand, the receptionist from early morning 4am, was totally different. He show professionalism all the time, and very kind helping us with luggage to leave the hotel. Smiling and grateful. He marks the difference! My experience was on 21 May! And early morning 22 May!.
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            Maic Thomas            15:49 18 Aug 21

            
                
                Great place to stay. Rooms are small, but clean and worth the price.
Hey it's a hotel, what else to do there than sleep.
Simple, but tasty breakfast included.
Service is very friendly and helpful.
Parking is around the corner for just 10€ per day.
Due to COVID that is no self-service at the buffet, but you get severed from the buffet by personnel. Good solution to obey the hygienic rules. Well done.
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            Andrey Katz            15:24 05 Nov 19

            
                
                I should say that I was impressed. The rooms are not big, but also not ridiculously small as you get in many hotels that are located in Italian city downtowns. The service and the breakfast were really excellent. The location is very close to the downtown, it is a walking distance. If I am going to Trieste again, I will probably prefer to stay there again.
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            Raffaele Liguri            13:24 18 Oct 19

            
                
                Good 3 star hotel. Good breakfast. Tiny single room
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            Dan PT            17:22 21 Jul 19

            
                
                Good location in the heart of Trieste. Comfortable rooms, clean and quiet, good breakfast. Special thanks for Dario who helped me with parking for short time in front of the hotel then guided me to the garage and for the restaurants and local attraction suggestions. Thanks also for the lady in the breakfast rooms, very polite and helpful.
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            Johannes Müller            21:28 14 Jul 19

            
                
                When booking the room online (and seeing pictures of the old-fashioned looking red throws over the beds) I was expecting a somewhat run-down and dusty average hotel and mainly booked it for the location and good price. I was more than pleasantly surprised to find a neat and tidy hotel with fairly spacious rooms, comfy beds and well appointed bathrooms. Some of the furniture wasn’t new but everything was very clean and appeared to be well looked after.
The rate included breakfast which was definitely above average for Italian standards! 
The best part was the staff. Everybody we dealt with was extremely friendly, helped with good advice on where to go for dinner and stuff and just appeared to be genuinely happy to be there and care for you. Would go there again and recommend to anyone looking for a place in the 3-star hotel category!
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            Brooklyn Expat            10:33 06 Oct 18

            
                
                Overall a good stay. Lara, one of the desk staff, gave me good tips on where to eat, how to get places, etc. My room, a single, was small to the point that I almost didn't have floor space to lay out my suitcase.
I put out the 'do not disturb' sign hoping they wouldn't change linens every day but they did it anyhow. Maybe I should have told them it wasn't necessary.
Not sure I'd stay there again only because of the room size.
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            Fabio D.            18:04 06 Sep 18

            
                
                Ottimo hotel a pochi minuti dalla stazione ferroviaria e dal centro storico. Personale molto cortese e disponibile. Camere pulite e ben arredate. Colazione con discreta scelta tra dolce e salato. Ci tornerò sicuramente!
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            aldo vanetti            15:35 31 Jul 18

            
                
                Good
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            Leonardo Costa            21:09 20 May 18

            
                
                The single room is good. not too big, not too small. The service is pretty good.
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            junior alvarado            00:35 14 Mar 18

            
                
                very good
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            Aidar Suleimen            03:16 01 Mar 18

            
                
                Perfect location, good price, nice breakfast, but furniture is a little bit old.
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            Anna Bruijn            15:28 13 Apr 17

            
                
                Modern reception area. Room a bit old fashioned. Great breakfast.
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            Massimo Capone            20:37 29 Oct 16

            
                
                I was not a guest but I visited a colleague. The rooms are quote old and not really nice. The hall is new and modern.
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            Giuseppe Riccobene            09:05 22 Jul 16

            
                
                Good quality for price. Great position. Clean rooms. Breakfast is not so good.
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